
FILM WRAPPING MACHINE 
DATA SHEET  

Economic
It controls the film wrap adjustment to avoid
waste and reduce drastically costs.

Practical
Easy to change wrapping film and select which one
to use

Durable 
For its optimal operation and handeling in all
climatic temperatures.

Versatile 
Allows two sizes of film wrap working simultaneously

Hygienic
The products look better clean giving better
presentation.

Solid
Allows better eficency and quickness with its solid
contruction. 

Safe
It´s light indicator allows to know when its operating
preventing accidents. 

Adjustable heat
Allosw to ajust heat for the perfect seal

Bigger
The tables allows to have more product to operate in.

The best
In it´s cost benefit ratio.

Benefits
Portable
Practical
Hygenic
Easy to use 
Hot sealing plate
Controlled roll adjustment
Controlled temperature



FILM WRAPPING MACHINE
WITH PEDESTAL  
DATA SHEET  

Economic
It controls the film wrap adjustment to avoid
waste and reduce drastically costs.

Practical
Easy to change wrapping film and select which one
to use

Durable 
For its optimal operation and handeling in all
climatic temperatures.

Versatile 
Allows two sizes of film wrap working simultaneously

Hygienic
The products look better clean giving better
presentation.

Solid
Allows better eficency and quickness with its solid
contruction. 

Safe
It´s light indicator allows to know when its operating
preventing accidents. 

Adjustable heat
Allosw to ajust heat for the perfect seal

Bigger
The tables allows to have more product to operate in.

The best
In it´s cost benefit ratio.

BIE-30C
WIFI / Software administrator 
hanging instalation
LCD Display
66 lbs / 0.01 lbs (30 kg / 5g)
5990 PLUS memory capacity
126 PLUS direct access
Ethernet wired
RS-232 USB 
Stainless steel plate (17” / 11.5”) 

Item ID
Construction
Wide
Long
High
Voltage
Fuse

EEBM818
Stainless Steel / Aluminum 
51” / 129.54 cm
22 1/2“ / 57.15 cm 
35” - 38” / 88.8 - 96.5 cm
115 / 60
1 Amps

BIE-30C

Additional available accessories

Left table
Right table
Labeling Scale

BEPMI
BEPMD
BIE-30C


